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Description/Deskribapena:
Language models trained in larger datasets have proven to be very powerful in identifying
language patterns and reproducing them in different scenarios. It has been argued that they
learn word collocations as some words tend to appear together and it has also been argued
that they learn how to do syntactic generalisations (Linzen and Baroni, 2021).
As a consequence, when trying to assess the grammatical knowledge that can be expected
from a language model, the selection of the words and their position in the sentence play a
crucial role in achieving a satisfactory analysis or outcome. Thus, trying to eliminate that bias
may help to grasp the real grammatical knowledge a language model can mimic.
For this, we plan to generate a dataset in which word semantics will not interfere with
grammatical knowledge, by means of word substitutions and word order alterations, for
example. We plan to take advantage of the test sentences for language model evaluation.
Goals/Helburuak:
Creating a dataset of grammatically correct but improbable sentences using NLP techniques
for the assessment of the language comprehension of the language models.
Requirements/Betebeharrak:
- Good knowledge of the target language (Basque)
- Knowledge of (Basque) morphosyntax
- Basic knowledge on WordNet and similar databases.
- Basic programming skills (e.g. Python for NLP)
- Basic knowledge of language models and neural classifiers (e.g. BERT)
Framework/Esparrua:
We will use Basque WordNet (Pociello et al., 2011), e-ROLda (Estarrona et al., 2016) and
other semantic resources to substitute words in sentences (in Basque) so as to create
sentences that will be grammatically correct but very unlikely to be present in training data.
Tasks and plan/Atazak eta plana:
- Selection of the sentence structures that will be the target of the experiment.
- Definition of the word substitution strategies.
- Generation of the test dataset.
- Evaluation of the language model through the test dataset.
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